There is no question that an Italian-American literature exists, although an accurate critical classification is yet to come. Can we say that Christopher Columbus' journals and diaries, are -at least paradoxically -an early achievement of that literature?
From the very first moment of its discovery, actually beginning with Columbus' journals, America has inspired some form of literature; and through the centuries it has developed a certain power of attraction for Italians. To mention just a few names, the eighteenth century dramatist Vittorio Alfieri celebrated American independence and the heroic feats of General Washington (whose name he wrote as "Vasinton") in five odes grouped under the title L'America libera. The first and never pub- Indeed, at first Italian culture was concerned with America mostly as an "idea," if not an ideal, rather than as a concrete notion. Only with the age of mass emigration and the appearance of Italian-American communities did a few Italian authors notice an unexpected, more realistic facet of the New World, and begin to represent it. Their writings might very well be considered the starting point of Italian-American literature.
Italian-American studies have never received much attention in Italy. In that country, emigration doesn't belong to "official" culture, whose policemen, of course, do not drink on duty. Even in terms of politics, an emigrant is just a non-voter. Only recently, in 1983, was a conference on Italian-Americans held in Catania, followed in 1984 by a conference on MELUS, Volume 14, Nos. 3-4 (Fall-Winter 1987 tion. Also Giovanni Capuana, the theorist of "verismo," describe americani di Rabbato (1909) . In his story a boy from the Sicilian villa Rabbato "makes" America in search of his elder brother. The young h is obviously imaginary, but Rabbato's "Americans," like those in
Cristo si e fermato a Eboli (1945), are clearly not.2
In this category we should include Giovanni Pascoli's "Italy" (1 the famous poem written in Italian-American jargon. We could ment Enrico Corradini's La patria lontana (1910) as an example of a nationli novel;3 and also Carolina Invernizio's I drammi degli emigrati (1910) a example of maudlin, popular fiction.
All of these works deal with emigrants or Italian-Americans, but t are considered part of Italian literature. Following this line, it would easy to go from mass emigration times to contemporary writers: all, the hero of Pavese's La Luna e i falb (1950) A third type of experienced writers is represented by those authors who, especially in contemporary times, use their American experience and stay as a theme of fiction. Guido Piovene's Romanzo americano (1979) and Alberto Lecco's I racconti di New York (1982) are just two of the many possible examples in which autobiographical data are fictionalized.6 "COLONIAL" WRITERS A third category is comprised of the "colonial" writers: those Itali born writers who immigrated permanently to America, lived i Italian communities or -as they said -"colonies" in the early pa this century, and published their works mostly in this country. A c level of education and a certain control of the Italian language e them to read and write in Italian. Their writings, however, stem fr Italian immigrant urban working environment: even if indebted to ian literature, they no longer belong to it. Prezzolini speaks about th writers, mainly poets, as a sort of freakish "literary cyst" surviving death of the late Italian Romanticism.7 In response to this, Joseph T -a poet himself -points out that it was not a crime to have the "nato" (born) rhyme with "emigrato," nor was it a crime to express broken feelings, even if in a distant, forgotten dialect. The largest group, the one fully and unequivocally forming th body of Italian-American literature, consists of those writers in the Italian-American community finds its collective voices. It is to voices, and to the peculiar compound culture they express, that sch from different fields turn: literary critics, sociologists, anthropol historians, economists and demographers. There is a well-establishe of books which we might appropriately define as Italian-American terranean people into an Anglo-Saxon society is no less a task than forcing an apple tree to bear olives. Christ in Concrete even points to a tragedy with biblical connotations. On the other hand, The Fortunate Pilgrim seems to imply a more optimistic attitude and a successful outcome.
Most of these books were published during the Forties: the n time for the first generation to "make" America or for the second up. Discussing that growth, Rose Basile Green sees these novels ing from plain autobiographies to complex works of fiction, and f limited local perspective to a wider national overview. origin who utilizes Italian-American themes in his writings" (Vecoli 6).
To be a "classic," we must add, he or she also must write in English and be well rooted in the old-fashioned (turn and first half of the century) Italian-American community. This definition, thus, implies that whenever one of these writers gets involved in an other-than Italian- The authors of those studies are also, and not so much paradox Italian-American authors: not only when their last name is Sch Gambino, Basile, Pane, Iorizzo, La Gumina and so on, but even w they come from a different ethnic origin, like Whyte, Velikonja, Foe What is more, it is logical to widen this category in order to i experts from the other side of the ocean, such as Prezzolini hi Alberto Giovannetti or Anna Maria Martellone. They all share, al in different ways, a common understanding of the topic.10
As Italian-American "experts," one must also consider edit anthologies, such as Rodolfo Pucelli (Anthology of Italian and Italo-Am Poetry, Boston, 1955 ), Ferdinando Alfonsi (Italo-American Poets, Cata 1985 and Helen Barolini, whose precious anthology The Dream Book York, 1985) finally confirms the Italian-American woman as a w A complete analysis regarding the various critical approaches of th works is yet to be done.
As a final possible category, we ought to consider those "Ameri writers" who in their works actually portrayed Italian-Americans. Th also a quest that would deserve a new and deeper examination, and wh is given here, far from being an exhaustive comment, is simply a ske , 1984) . This categorization, however, is not to be meant as a chronological classification, mainly because the sixth generation writer can be found in this country next to the new immigrant writer. Nor is it meant to be a "genres" classification, because chronology and genres seem to hold less significance than personal attitudes and cultural implications. , 1984-1985; 3(4-5) . Another conference (on emigration from Molise) was held in summer 1987. Puzo has been completely translated because of his commercial success, but Jerre Mangione has lately received some attention. Also, the use of Prezzolini's bibliography would provide a rich source of books dealing with the United States.
2. Capuana's plot seems to be indebted to what is probably one of the first fictionalized uses of the emigration phenomenon: "Dagli Appennini alle Ande," an episode from De Amicis' Cuore, published in 1886, in which a boy emigrates in search of his mother. If we also consider his book In America (Roma: Voghera, 1897), De Amicis seems to have been one of the most receptive writers about this problem: he is not very popular today, but Sull 'Oceano has been recently republished. Messina's Piccoli gorghi has also been newly reprinted in 1988. Note that events in Levi's Eboli refer to 1935. 3. The story, however, takes place in Argentina.
4. But the list doesn't end here: we find Italian-Americans in Livia De Stefanis' La Vigna di uve nere, Milano: Mondadori, 1953 (Black Grapes, 1958 . There is an emigrant who, looking for the golden-paved streets of America, doesn't realize he has found a huge diamond, in a short story titled "Rubino," from Corrado Alvaro's Gente in Aspromonte, Firenze: Le Monnier, 1930. In a short story by Emilio Gadda, L'incendio di via Keplero, also appears a caricature of an Italian-American poet.
5. To mention just a few of these names and books, see: Adolfo Rossi, Un italiano in America, Milano: Treves, 1892; Giuseppe Giacosa, Impressioni d'America, Milano: L. 6. After his "failed emigration" and his cited book, Soldati also has used his experience to write fiction, such as in La sposa americana, Milano: Mondadori, 1977.
On the other hand, Piovene was also a "traveller" in De America, Milano: Garzanti, 1953. 7. "While after 1900 Italy had assimilated the same experiences in thinking and style of many foreign countries, the patriotic taste, the provincial tone, the exhausted and frayed vocabulary of the late Italian Romanticism had endured, preserved as if inside a museum's showcase.... That literature from the last... romantic sentimentalism ... had no relationship whatsoever to Italy's body ... That Festival of Italian Poetry, therefore, revealed to me the existence of a 'literary cyst'." ; translation is mine).
